www.perfectionlens.com
PERFECTION
Lens Series

The new Perfection Lens Series is by far the
most advanced range of free form lenses
available on the world market. Complex
calculation algorithms combined with the
world-class manufacturing technologies
provide the most precise and accurate lenses
ever seen.
In the pursuit of excellence, we wanted to
challenge traditional processing methods
and push the boundaries to create a new
generation of innovation. We partnered with
industry leaders and challenged them to
redefine “what’s possible” - the result which is
the future of optics.

Our Practice Proudly Supports
Australian Made Lenses

These lenses are simply the best we can
make and brings together modern design,
advanced manufacturing, original thinking
and our passion to ensure you have the most
comfortable and amazing wearer experience
that is available.

INTELLIGENT.
INNOVATIVE.
PROUDLY
AUSTRALIAN.

100% AUSTRALIAN MADE
& MORE IMPORTANTLY
100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED.
41 YEARS AND COUNTING.

PERFECTION
Lens Series

FREE FORM SINGLE VISION
SINGLE VISION DIGITAL

The most accurate Single Vision lens on the market
which incorporates a special panoramic calculation
process to provide ultra-crisp visual comfort like
no other.

PERFE CTI O N E V ERYDAY W IDE

The go to lens for seasoned progressive lens
wearers, the Everyday Wide has a fast adaption rate
with super wide near and intermediate zones.

PE R F E C T IO N TA S K
Working Distance 0.4 – 4m

A perfect solution for boardroom and classroom
environments, the Task lens incorporates smooth wide
fields of view in both intermediate and near zones.

SINGLE VISION SPORTZ ACCURACY

The ultimate in Single Vision performance lens
for a sports active lifestyle, the SV Sportz lens takes
extreme visual performance to whole new level. The
Accuracy Calculation process takes into consideration
wrap angle, base curve, pantoscopic tilt and back
vertex distance to optimize viewing without distortions.

THE ACCURACY CALCULATION
PERFE CTI O N E V ERYDAY

Brilliant for first time wearers - a superbly balanced
lens with fast and easy adaption. Featuring smooth,
soft power gradients which results in a higher level
of visual comfort.

PE R F E C T IO N DE V ICE
Working Distance 0.4m – 2m

As the name suggests, ideal for the constant device
user and office desk environment. Hobbyists will also
love the Device lens, as it offers unparalleled fields of
view in both near and intermediate zones.

The Accuracy Calculation is offered as an additional
process that allows you choose a true tailor-made lens
experience. The calculation takes into consideration the
unique features of your chosen frame - wrap angle, base
curve, pantoscopic tilt and back vertex measurements.
* Accuracy Calculation is included with ALL Single Vision SPORTZ lenses and
available as an add-on extra on other suitable lens designs.

